Summary. In this paper, we defined the congruence relation and proved its fundamental properties on the base of some useful theorems. Then we proved the existence of solution and the number of incongruent solution to a linear congruence and the linear congruent equation class, in particular, we proved the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Finally, we defined the complete residue system and proved its fundamental properties. The papers [21
The papers [21] , [25] , [2] , [20] , [1] , [22] , [3] , [24] , [14] , [17] , [16] , [23] , [26] , [7] , [5] , [27] , [9] , [18] , [13] , [19] , [28] , [8] , [10] , [4] , [15] , [11] , [6] , and [12] provide the terminology and notation for this paper.
For simplicity, we adopt the following convention: a, b, m, x, y, i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i denote integers, k, p, q, n denote natural numbers, c, c 1 , c 2 denote elements of N, and X denotes a set.
Next we state the proposition (1) For every real-membered set X and for every real number a holds X ≈ a ⊕ X. Let X be a finite real-membered set and let a be a real number. One can verify that a ⊕ X is finite.
One can prove the following propositions:
(2) For every finite real-membered set X and for every real number a holds card X = card(a ⊕ X).
(3) For every real-membered set X and for every real number a such that a = 0 holds X ≈ a • X.
(4) Let X be a real-membered set and a be a real number. Then (i) if a = 0 and X is non empty, then a • X = {0}, and (ii) if a • X = {0}, then a = 0 or X = {0}.
Let X be a finite real-membered set and let a be a real number. One can verify that a • X is finite.
The following propositions are true:
(5) For every finite real-membered set X and for every real number a such that a = 0 holds card X = card(a • X).
(6) If i | i 1 and i 1 = 0, then |i| ≤ |i 1 |.
(8) For all natural numbers a, b, m and for every element n of N such that a mod m = b mod m holds a n mod m = b n mod m.
(9) If i 1 ·i ≡ i 2 ·i(mod i 3 ) and i and i 3 are relative prime, then
(12) For every integer i holds 0 = 0 mod i. Let x be an integer. Observe that x 2 is natural. We now state several propositions:
(21) If n > 0 and p is prime and p and q are relative prime, then p q mod p n .
(22) For all natural numbers p, q, n such that n > 0 holds (p − q) mod n = 0 iff p mod n = q mod n. (24) If n > 0 and p is prime and p and q are relative prime, then it is not true that there exists an integer x such that (p · x 2 − q) mod p n = 0.
(25) If n > 0 and p is prime and p and q are relative prime, then it is not true that there exists an integer x such that (p · x − q) mod p n = 0.
Let m be an integer. The functor Cong m yielding a binary relation on Z is defined as follows:
Let m be an integer. One can check that Cong m is total. Let m be an integer. One can check that Cong m is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
Next we state four propositions: We use the following convention: f 1 , f 2 denote finite sequences of elements of N and a, b, c, d, n denote elements of N.
Next we state a number of propositions:
(30) For all b, n such that b ∈ dom f 1 and len
(
(32) For every a such that a ∈ dom f 1 holds f 1 (a) | f 1 .
(33) If a ∈ dom f 1 and p | f 1 (a), then p | f 1 .
(34) If len f 1 = n + 1 and a ≥ 1 and a ≤ n, then (f 1 ) a (n) = f 1 (len f 1 ).
(35) For all a, b such that a ∈ dom f 1 and b ∈ dom f 1 and a = b and len lcm(gcd(n 1 , n 3 ), gcd(n 2 , n 3 )) = gcd(lcm(n 1 , n 2 ), n 3 ). (47) Let n 1 , n 2 , n 3 be non zero natural numbers. Suppose gcd(n 1 , n 2 ) | a − b and gcd(n 1 , n 3 ) | a−c and gcd(n 2 , n 3 ) | b−c. Then there exist r, s such that for every x if (x−a) mod n 1 = 0 and (x−b) mod n 2 = 0 and (x−c) mod
In the sequel f 1 denotes a finite sequence of elements of N and a, b, m denote elements of N.
Let m be an element of N and let X be a set. We say that X is a complete residue system modulo m if and only if: (Def. 2) There exists a finite sequence f 1 of elements of Z such that X = rng f 1 and len f 1 = m and for every b such that b ∈ dom f 1 holds f 1 (b) ∈ [b − 1] Cong m . One can prove the following propositions: (48) {a : a < m} is a complete residue system modulo m. (49) Let X be a finite set. Suppose X is a complete residue system modulo m. Then card X = m and for all integers x, y such that x ∈ X and y ∈ X and x = y holds x, y / ∈ Cong m.
(50) ∅ is a complete residue system modulo m iff m = 0.
(51) Let X be a finite set. Suppose card X = m. Then there exists a finite sequence f 1 such that len f 1 = m and for every a such that a ∈ dom f 1 holds f 1 (a) ∈ X and f 1 is one-to-one. (52) Let X be a finite subset of Z. Suppose card X = m and for all integers
x, y such that x ∈ X and y ∈ X and x = y holds x, y / ∈ Cong m. Then X is a complete residue system modulo m.
In the sequel a is an integer.
